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I wanted so badly to be a part of that

percentage. Motherhood changed me.

But my husband and I needed two

incomes to pay the bills, especially if we

wanted to continue to grow our family. 

 

But a traditional job no longer worked for

what I wanted. 

 

I had to find something different, and I

hope me sharing my journey to finding

something different not only inspires you,

but provides you with tangible steps and

tips that you can take to take back

control of your life and financial future! 

43%
of highly qualified women

opt-out of the traditional

workforce post baby.

I'm so glad you are here!
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HEY, 
I'M MICALA!

I vividly remember when my daughter

Mclaren was placed on my chest for the

first time . I found myself bawling from

all the emotions : happiness , joy , love ,

but also stunned by the fear ,

questioning how in the heck am I going

to be a mom? 

 

Luckily , everything came pretty easy at

first , other than sleeping… Until it came

time for me to go back to work .

 

That ’s when everything changed . Or at

least I felt it . I had had that anxiety and

uneasiness since I was pregnant with

my daughter , especially when it came

time to think about daycare . 

 

But it wasn ’t until I was living the life of

a working mom : 

Waking up when it ’s still pitch black

out , trying to get myself and a baby fed

and ready , rushing out the door praying

I grabbed everything for her , me , and

my pump .  

 

Rushing to drop her off at daycare so

someone else could raise my daughter . 

 

Rushing out of work the second my

contract time was up just to get my

daughter , rush home , sneak in a little

family time before we RUSHED through

dinner and bedtime .

And guess what I got to
do once she was down for
the night? MORE work for
my teaching job.

There was So .much .rushing . And it felt

like a never ending cycle .



The incessant rushing caused me a lot of stress, anxiousness, and anger...which

quickly turned into resentment.

 

I resented my job, myself, and my husband. I felt stuck. I felt trapped and like there

were NO options. 

 

I would sit at my desk at work googling how to become a stay at home mom…

everything came back to budgeting and cutting back. I didn’t want that either. 

 

I started looking at ways to become a WAHM -- found a whole lot of dead ends…

home daycare, MLM, handmade business (which I tried), clean houses, call center,

nothing was what I wanted.  

 

I needed to work. I needed an income.
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But, I wanted something

different. Something where I

could snuggle and read books in

bed extra long in the mornings,

explore our city and do the

mommy and me classes during

the day, and spend our

afternoons playing at the park.

I wanted it all.     And everyone told me what I wanted didn’t exist and to just suck it up.    

 

But I refused to settle.    

I refused to believe that this was just the way it was going to be.     

 

And I refused to just suck it up.   

 

I tried a baking business. I tried a bow business. I almost tried an MLM business…  

 

But thankfully, I found freelancing instead.    



I started searching for my first client four years ago in January of 2016,  landed my first

client in August of 2016 (yes it took me a very long time, but I was determined), and in

April of 2017 when I went on maternity leave with baby #2, I walked out of the

classroom for good to finally become a work at home mom. 

 

Shortly after I left teaching in the classroom, I realized that I was not the only mom to

struggle with the desire to be a SAHM, but facing the reality of needing to pay bills.

There are moms everywhere who are struggling with some of the very same things I

was. They were looking for solutions. They were looking for answers.   

 

And in August of 2017,  I started helping other moms just like me through my free

resources, top 20 podcast, and paid programs achieve work at home freedom.
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If it's possible for us, it's possible

for you too!

I want you to know this is 100% normal -- it's the anti-risk taking part of your brain

kicking in trying to protect you, but that it is simply NOT true. 

 

I know because I struggled with these same exact thoughts in the beginning + some

feelings of shame and embarrassment around having tried other ventures in the

past… failed baking and bow businesses.

 

For awhile they held me back, but I am SO thankful I eventually decided to pursue

freelancing, give it my all, and build a business that would allow me to become a

work at home mom. 

 

Freelancing saved my life.

The last thing I want to share as part of my

background is that it is very typical at first to

be really excited about freelancing and the

opportunities available and then to be hit with

a big fat inner mean girl inside your head

telling you that you can’t do this.

That you aren’t good enough. Smart

enough. Talented enough. That you don’t have

any experience or skills or talents.



I’m not being dramatic here. I have three children (and one on the way), but only two

of my current children are living. My middle child, my first son, George passed away

when he was 8 months old, out of the blue, with no warnings. 

 

The fact that I was at home his entire life… the fact that I was his only care giver other

than a grandma here and there… the fact that I had eight of the most wonderful

months at home as a mom to two babies with complete control over my time, my

schedule, and how I spent my days… those memories saved my life. 

 

Those memories gave me peace and comfort and still do. Everyday was the same

boring and mundane day... but it was everything I ever wanted with Mclaren and I got

that with George. And now I have that with Thomas.

 

I don’t share this for pity or sympathy, but I share it so that when you see me talk

about motherhood and working from home and perhaps want to criticize me for over

romanticizing it… you can understand my perspective and life experience to make me

think this way. I also share this to illustrate the cold hard truth that life is too short. 

 

We are never guaranteed tomorrow. 

 

Spend each day how YOU want.  

Meet Emily!

Emily has a unique story in the fact that she loved

her job and didn’t want to leave it after having her

son but when she delivered twin girls at 28 weeks,

she couldn’t imagine putting them in daycare 12

weeks later.

 

As a stay at home mom, Emily missed working, so

she got started as a virtual assistant and within

just a few weeks landed her first two clients. 

 

She says she will NEVER go back to "work" again!

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode95



FREELANCE
101
What  is  a  freelancer?

 

A freelancer is basically someone who

operates as an independent contractor ,

meaning they are not an employee .

Freelancers offer a specific service to

business owners and get paid for that

service . We 'll discover yours in a

second !

 

Freelancers either work on a project

basis or a monthly retainer . Some

freelancers charge hourly , others

charges a flat rate package .

 

As a freelancer you call the shots and

get to control when you work , where

you work , and how much you make . The

downside to this is you have to pay your

own taxes and do not get traditional 9-

5 benefits . Don 't let this deter you

though , there are options out there and 

with the rise of the freelance economy ,

more and more options are coming .

 

I promise the pros 1000% outweigh the

cons .

 

Who  hires  freelancers? 

 

Any and every business can and does hire

freelancers . It is most common in online

based businesses , but more and more

traditional businesses and companies are

starting to hire freelancers . Some of the

most common industries are :

Bloggers

Influencers 

Online course creators 

Coaches 

Podcasters

Execs

Real estate agents

MLM people

Restaurants

Local businesses

Boutiques

Product based businesses

TPT sellers

Etsy sellers

Photographers

 



Why  do  they  hire  freelancers?

 

It takes a lot to start , run , and grow a business (especially an online business).

Just take a look below at the list of sample tasks my business has to execute

daily :

Creating free content (blogs , podcasts , free resources)

Creating paid content (courses , coaches , 1 :1 clients)

Maintaining and running a website

Maintaining and running a FB page

Maintaining and running a FB group

Maintaining and running paid FB groups

Maintaining and running a Pinterest account

Maintaining and running an Instagram account

Responding to emails

Creating , managing , and updating sales funnels

Running FB ad campaigns

Optimizing content for SEO

Producing and editing a podcast

Daily admin tasks

Answering and supporting current students

Client calls

Planning projects

Writing emails

Building relationships with community

Building relationships with other business owners

 

Meghan took a leap of faith to be at home

with her son . Being pulled between work

and not having child care for him made

her question what she was doing . And

then , finding out she was pregnant with

her daughter brought on an even stronger

desire to be home . Meghan saw me on the

news and the rest is history ! 

 

She now is a work at home operations

director and and has built her business in

less than THREE months ! 

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode95



Most business owners go into business because they want to spend more time with

their family, have more freedom + flexibility, and more money, but running and

maintaining and GROWING a business takes a lot of time and energy. Business

owners (the smart ones) realize they don't have to do it alone!

 

Lastly, businesses, especially smaller companies, hire freelancers because it is a lot

less expensive than hiring a full-time employee.

 

A full-time marketing employee on average may be around a $50K yearly salary. For

the employee to receive $50,000, the employer ends up paying anywhere from

$62,500 to $70,000 per year because of taxes and other basic benefits. Some small

businesses don’t have this in their budget to bring someone on full-time or they may

not have enough work for a full-time person... So they hire a freelancer.
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Even if they hired a

marketing freelancer at

$2K + a month,  they would 

 be spending $24K a year

compared to $62-70K. Thus

saving $38K- 46K a year.

I have big dreams for my business and the women I will help through my resources,

and I can't do it on my own. As a business owner, I am NOT a one woman show. I've

got the best team of freelancers supporting me on my team! There's six of us dividing

and conquering over here at HQMQ and without the wonderful women on my team, I

would be working 24/7. 

 

No thank you! 

 

There are TONS of other business owners out there looking for and needing YOUR

help and before you can say, but I have nothing to offer... silence your inner mean girl

and tell her to zip it! We'll uncover your skills shortly, but there are still a few things I

want to tell you about the freelance industry! 

 

 



Can freelancing be stable and consistent?

 

Thinking, okay Micala this sounds great, BUT my family relies on my income. We need

it to be stable AND consistent. 

 

Most people feel that being an employee is safe, stable, and secure. You’re

guaranteed a check every two weeks and you know exactly how much money is

going to be on that check.

 

But here’s the thing, when you’re a traditional employee working for someone else, all

of your eggs are in one basket. Seriously. If the company takes a dive, if the company

gets bought out, if they decide to outsource your position -- BAM you’re out of a job

and your incomes goes from "stable" to zero. Just like that.

 

Here’s why freelancing is different and can actually be MORE stable than a corporate

job.

 

1. You’re in control

 

Who do you trust when it comes to providing for your family? Who has your family’s

best interest at heart? You or the CEO of your company? If you build your business the

right way and from a point of strategic thinking, you will be prepared for all

situations. If something goes wrong, you’re not completely SOL, like if you were laid

off. Plus it’s SO motivating to work for yourself. Not to mention, when you’re in

control, those Sunday scaries we talked about last time go away.
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2. Diversified income

 

As a freelancer, chances are you have multiple clients, maybe anywhere from 4-7

(maybe less or more depending on your exact situation). And depending on the

services you offer, these clients might all be recurring monthly retainer clients. Which

means they need the exact same services month to month, and as long as it’s a good

working relationship for both parties, then it lasts! This means once you land the

client, it’s a very regular income.

 

But things DO happen online, maybe you guys aren’t a good fit, the client isn’t right

for you or you for them. But in this model losing ONE client doesn’t make or break

your business because you have MULTIPLE sources of income… multiple clients!

 

And at this point, you will know HOW to replace that income and find a replacement

client. The important thing is, you aren't starting over from zero... it's just a portion of

your total income you are replacing, not the entire thing!

 

 



 

3. The opportunities are endless

 

You set your rates. And you also choose when to raise your rates.

 

Get this, my income as a freelancer and entrepreneur has always been MORE than my

9-5 income. You could start out charging $20 an hour, build your confidence and

expertise, and within 6 months you could double or triple your initial starting out

income. There are also other opportunities to increase your income as a service-based

freelancer…

 

Add subcontractors to your team to increase your reach

 

Add in affiliate income

 

Go in a different direction and fund your passion project

 

Offer your own course

 

Endless opportunities!
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How much can freelancers earn? 

 

As much or as little as they need!

 

But to give you a concrete example, you need to know your hourly rate.

 

One thing to keep in mind though is that each person is going to vary where they

start out and some services are priced by the packaged vs by the hour, but to

determine your package price, you do need to know your desired hourly rate!!

 

Industry average across all services is:

>>$20-35 per hour for beginner

>>$35-50 for experienced

>>$50-100+ for expert

>>With some services for experts + results backed can earn upwards of $200+ an hour!

 

 



YOUR
FREELANCE
SUPERPOWER

Let 's find your secret superpower and

turn it into a wildly profitable freelance

service , even if you think you don ’t have

an online skill worth paying for .

 

You my friend have a very valuable and

profitable skill set that you can

leverage into a freelance service

business owners will pay you good

money for .

 

I can 't wait to walk you through my

process to uncover that right now !

 

But first , let 's look at some of the

different freelance services you can

offer !

Let me just repeat -- you do not

have to go out and learn some

new skill . You already have skills ! 

 

In fact I do not recommend

learning skills in the beginning of

starting your business because it ’s

going to distract you and take

away from the more important

tasks… like landing clients ! 

 

Learning is  easy… putting

yourself  out  there is  the hard

part! 

 

And before you can say but I am a

beginner , please know there is a

HUGE need for people hiring

beginners ! 

 

Now before we run through the

process to figure out your skills --

let ’s first talk about some of the

top freelance services !



A Virtual Assistant (VA for short) is a freelancer that takes over the

administrative tasks for a business.

 

Virtual assistants typically charge hourly packages and do a variety of tasks

depending on the client’s needs.

 

Virtual assistants do not have to have any specific experience, but MUST be

able to self-teach (aka use youtube or google) and be a quick learner.

 

Some tasks they might do:

Email inbox management

Customer service

Research

Data entry

Create graphics

Schedule social media posts

Blog post management

Content repurposing

Copywriting

 

Virtual assistants are jack of all trades people and essential to all online

businesses, but even can help local and small brick and mortar businesses.

Meet Aubree!

Aubree used to be a teacher (like me) who

desperately wanted to be a SAHM, but (also like

me) her family needed her to replace her income

before she could quit.

 

She took her teacher skills of creativity,

organization, and multi-tasking abilities and

became a virtual assistant. 

 

Oh yeah AND she did this while she was 7.5

months pregnant with baby #2. Once baby #2 was

born, Aubree was done teaching in the classroom!

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode57



A  social  media  manager helps clients manage their social profiles .

 

In this day and age ALL businesses need a social and online presence , but that

takes time and skill… a lot of businesses outsource this part .

 

A social media manager ’s role is either to create and/or implement a social

strategy aligned with the businesses goals . Some SMM work in a variety of

platforms and some specialize in one specific platform .

 

Social Media Managers may offer :

Creating posts

Curating content

Strategy plans

Account audits

Engagement packages

Ad campaigns

Scheduling only

 

Who can be a social media manager? Anyone , but if you have experience in

marketing that 's a plus .

 

No experience? That 's fine at the most basic level , SMMs are creative and can

get people talking !

Emilee was a stay at home mom and

former teacher ! After being a SAHM for a

few months , she decided to get started

freelancing to help take some of the

pressure off her husband ! 

 

She got started as a social media manager

and replaced her full-time teacher income

working from home as a social media

manger working way less hours in less than

TWO months ! 

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode26

Meet Emilee!



A Pinterest Manager is someone who managers a businesses Pinterest account. 

Most people think Pinterest is just a fun, playful tool for moms. Others classify it

as a social media tool. It’s neither.

 

It’s a search engine just like google. And a major traffic driver to all websites.

Businesses of all sizes use Pinterest from the fashion blogger who just wrote

her first post to that cool, fun online course creator named Micala Quinn to

Target and even Nordstrom!

 

If a business targets moms or anything DIY or really any category you can

search on Pinterest, they need to be utilizing this platform to direct traffic to

their website and/or products.

 

A Pinterest manager helps clients pin related and engaging content as well as

manages getting the client’s content out there and visible to dramatically

increase traffic to their products and services.

 

A Pinterest manager may offer packages that include the following services:

Account setup

Account optimization

Account Audit

Monthly Maintenance

Paid ad campaigns

Meet Alexa!

Former hairstylist and yoga teacher, Alexa took her

passion of loving to help other people and turned

that into a Pinterest Career! 

 

She started out as a COMPLETE beginner... you

know because there is NO degree for Pinterest

Management... yet! 

 

But now, over a year later is in high-demand and

booked out as a Pinterest Manager! 

 

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode46



A  copywriter  creates the written content businesses need .

 

Typical copywriting projects are :

Sales page copy

Ghostwriting for blogs

Email sequence copy

Website copy

FB , Pinterest , & IG AD copy

Social Media Posts

 

Copywriters typically charge a starting at or a flat rate price for each job .

Each copywriter has their own process , but good copywriters do market

research and conduct interviews of a target market to create copy that will

speak to the client 's ideal client or customer .

 

Another side of copywriting is to do copy audits and look at businesses current

messaging across all platforms , website and social media , and assess if their

copy is staying on brand and conveying consistent messaging .

 

They also can even help businesses create their brand messaging .

 

Another related area is proofreading and/or editing .

 

If writing is a strength , this is a service you should consider !

Jennifer was a former librarian turned

content creator and copywriter . While she

occasionally misses her students (and 

 books), she has zero regrets about leaving

behind her full-time schedule for the

flexibility and freedom of living the

freelance life .

 

With a love of books and all things writing ,

starting as a copywriter was a no-brainer

for Jennifer !

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode73

Meet Jennifer!



A graphic and web designer can encompass a lot of different aspects.

 

Graphic designers are tasked with helping clients develop the look and feel of

their brand, as well as creating images, graphics and other deliverables that

reflect a client’s brand, while web designers take the brand and create the website.

 

Specific services a graphic designer may offer are:

Brand Identity Development

Logo Creation

Creation of various deliverables: ebooks, pdfs, presentation templates, social

media graphics, flyers, pamphlets, invitations etc.

Landing page design

Web design

 

You do not need a graphic design degree to be a graphic designer or a web designer! 

In fact, a lot of the graphic designers I know in the online space do NOT have a degree

in graphic design. They are self-taught!

 

If you have an eye for what is and is not aesthetically pleasing, you can get

started as a designer!

Meet Mackenzie!

Former accounting major and credit analyst

turned Pinterest Manager turned branding and

web designer! 

 

Mackenzie started her business over two years

ago, quit her job within 6 months of starting and

now consistently hits $10K+ in monthly revenue...

and guess what she is ALL self-taught! 

 

AND she is the best in the game! 

 

 

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode80



An  online  business  manager  is  a  little  bit  of  operations, a  little  bit  of  project

management , a little bit of goal setting , a little bit of implementation and a

little bit of making sure deadlines are met .

 

Lots of business owners are creatives and idea persons . An OBM helps to

manage the business and works directly with the owner to help make their

ideas come to life and their goals accomplished .

 

OBMS are essentially the sidekick or right-hand woman to the owner . The

owner is the ideas and the OBM is the details and make the ideas happen .

 

Projects an OBM might handle :

Strategic planning

Management of the team

Project management

Systems and automation implementation

Former legal assistant and criminal justice

major , Julie got started as a Virtual

Assistant , but was so successful and good

at what she did , her clients kept giving her

more and more responsibilities , until she

realized she was now actually an OBM . 

 

Julie got certified as an OBM in July and is

now crushing her new role ! 

To listen to her full story go to

micalaquinn.com/episode41

Meet Julie



Step #1 - Review your current and past experience

List all the jobs you have had and the skills, tasks, responsibilities, and

personality traits needed to fulfill the job.

 

Think back to high school. Think back to college. Think about your current and

previous jobs.



Step #2 - Review your current and past experience (again)

This time I want you to really focus in on your strengths.

 

With each job, what are the skills/strengths associated with those tasks? AKA your

soft skills?



Step #3 - Review your current and past experience (again)

This time I want you to focus on your non-career experience.

 

What things do family members or friends come to you for help with?

 

What are your natural born strengths?

 

Don't be humble here.

 

If you get stuck, reach out to your spouse, or a friend, or your mom! Ask the

opinion of those closest to you.

 

Sidenote -- we all have strengths and weaknesses, and in most cases we all

downplay our strengths. It is very important to note that mindset is a HUGE

indicator of those who become successful and those who don't.



Step #4 - Evaluate

Look back at the list of skills, tasks, and traits from step 1 and cross off the

things you hated or could not stand.

 

(Life is too short to do something you hate).

 

Now look at the list from step #1 again and highlight or star the skills and

tasks

you enjoy the most.

 

Let's try to incorporate these into your freelance service!



Step #5 - Make a decision

Look back to the list of common freelance jobs and the tasks and skills

associated with each and compare that to your previous experience and the

tasks you enjoyed doing the most.

 

Which one makes the most sense for you to start off with?

 

This should be a service you could offer today with little to no additional

training or a service you feel you can self-train or learn on the fly to fill in the

gaps.

 

Write out that service below!

 

**If you look back through the list and find yourself unable to make a decision or

feel like none of your previous experience adds up to a freelance service... the best

place to start for you might be a virtual assistant!

 

That's how I got started!

 

 

The service I want to offer to start my freelance business with is:

 

 

 

Now What?

 

Come tell us in the facebook group what service you will be offering!!

 

If you get stuck, share steps 1-4 with us in the group and the community can help

you decide!

 

I can't wait to hear what service you landed on!

 

micalaquinn.com/community 

^^just click or type this url in to join the free facebook group!

 

 

http://micalaquinn.com/community
http://micalaquinn.com/community


7 STEPS TO
GET STARTED

But first , let me help you understand

what is involved when you choose to

operate as a business owner ,

independent contractor , and

freelancer .

 

There are two types of people in the

world : those who will take control of

their life and those that won 't . 

 

Here 's what it takes to take control

and get started as a successful

freelancer : 

 

It  takes  hard  work. There are no

guarantees and this isn ’t a job where

you can just show up and slack off

and still accept a pay-check at the

end of the day . If you do not have a

strong work ethic , freelancing may

not work out for you .

It  takes  motivation. When you first

start out , you will be putting a lot of

effort and energy into building your

business . There is no boss or annual

review or fear of being fired to

motivate you . It ’s just you .

 

It  takes  organization  and  time

management. Especially if when you

start out you are either still working a

9-5 or are home with kids a majority

of the day . Both situations can very

easily be done , but it takes extreme

organization and sticking to a solid

schedule . I am a lover of all things

planners , routines , and checklists .

There  are  two  types

of  people  in  the

world: those  who

will  take  control  of

their  life  and  those

that  won't. Which

one  are  you?



It takes having a strong support system. Whether it is your husband, best friend, sister,

or someone else having support and feeling supported is crucial to your success. It is

important to have friends and family on your side, but it is also important to have an

online community that can celebrate your wins, share in your struggles, and

collaborate with you.

 

If you are looking for an online community of moms who also freelance either full or

part-time, check out my facebook group: The Live Free Podcast Mastermind.

 

It also takes thick skin. Life as an entrepreneur and freelancer is a roller coaster ride.

There are highs and lows. There are times you will be told no, there are times you will

make a mistake, there are times you will get fired from a project, and there will be

times when you will fire a client from a project. That’s why the support system is so

huge!If you think you have what it takes, but are intimidated by the list above…

 

Just look at some of the benefits… They are worth it for sure!

 

>> You can work when you want

>> You can work where you want

>> You can work how you want

>> You can work with who you want

>> You can work with what you want

>> You can avoid daycare costs

>> You can make a sizable and sustainable income

 

Freelancing isn't for everyone, but is it for you? 

 

Do you have what it takes? I think you do! You just have to

believe you do and take action! 

 

Up next is my 7 step checklist for those who are ready and have what it takes! 

 

 

 

 

 

You've got this mama!
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There are highs and lows. There are times you will be told no, there are times you will

make a mistake, there are times you will get fired from a project, and there will be

times when you will fire a client from a project. That’s why the support system is so

huge!If you think you have what it takes, but are intimidated by the list above…

 

Just look at some of the benefits… They are worth it for sure!

 

>> You can work when you want

>> You can work where you want

>> You can work how you want

>> You can work with who you want

>> You can work with what you want

>> You can avoid daycare costs

>> You can make a sizable and sustainable income

 

Freelancing isn't for everyone, but is it for you? 

 

Do you have what it takes? I think you do! You just have to

believe you do and take action! 

 

Up next is my 7 step checklist for those who are ready and have what it takes! 

 

 

 

 

 

You've got this mama!

















HOW I CAN
HELP YOU

Ready to ditch your 9-5 and are serious about finally taking control of your life? 

 

Then you need my proven program , Overwhelmed  to  Overbooked! 

 

Overwhelmed to Overbooked is the most comprehensive program for starting ,

launching , and growing a profitable freelance business .

 

 

 

 



MASTERS of ONLINE BUSINESS BONUS No skills? No Experience? (Not true,

but not a problem with this bonus course.) MOB is a business skills training

in a box secondary program to help you WOW your clients over! In the

Masters of Online Business Tool Kit, we’ll dive deep into online business

structures and how they are monetized. From learning terminology to the

parts of a sales funnel- you'll get a behind the scenes look at MY business-

so you’re ready to WOW any online business owner with your amazing skills

& services! But the best part of my Masters in Online Business Toolkit Bonus

is the over TEN guided walk-throughs with all of the rockstars on team

Micala Quinn!

She just shared this major win in our course

community: 

"I am one month into OTO and I am ONE client

away from being fully booked! And that one

client I am already in touch with and have a call

next week to talk more!

 

Micala Quinn, this program is life changing and I

could cry right now!! Yay!"

My 7 step freelance framework (This is the HEART of the program) 7

modules to walk you through building your business from getting your

business legal and tax ready, to creating your packages and prices, to

creating your online platform, to marketing, connecting, and landing

clients. 

Can't wait to see what you can do

within ONE month of OTO!

Ooh, tell me more! 

Overwhelmed to Overbooked is more than a course... it's the most

comprehensive program on the market to help you launch a profitable

freelance business! 

Here's a snapshot of what is included:

Meet Courtney!



OTO also includes these epic bonuses!

6 months access to the OTO student lounge (or a year if you pay in full) Once you sign up,

you will also get private access to the most AMAZING Facebook group for work at home

moms on the internet. This group is only available to those who purchase OTO.

 

Think of this space as your work "break-room" minus the toxicity and negativity that come

with traditional jobs. This group will be one of your secret weapons to success. You will be

able to post your questions, share your progress, & reach out for help to work through your

challenges with over 850+ active members. We are your future work family and no

member is left behind! We can't wait to get to know you!

6 months access to weekly coaching calls with me (or a year if you pay in full) A big perk

of the OTO program is your access to weekly office hours where you can drop in as needed

to get 1:1 help and breakthrough where you're stuck with me. A little bit more about these

calls:

 

they are every Wednesday at noon CST

 

they are virtual and informal come as you are! joining from work or the car or with kiddos -

- what ever you need to do to be there is encouraged -- plus you can stay as long or as

short as your schedule allows

 

calls are recorded so you can watch the replay I know you are going to get stuck and have

challenges (everyone does), but with the FB group and these weekly calls you have daily

and weekly options to get the support you need to crush your goals and get home to your

babies! 

 

This support is what we call the Micala Quinn and the OTO difference.

6 months access to daily job leads (or a year if you pay in full) I've become known as one

of the best resources for business owners looking to hire a freelancer -- this means

exclusive job leads each day for you! We have a private Facebook group just for job leads

and you get 6 months access! There are all sorts of jobs coming in with all different

experience levels from virtual assistant, to marketing director, to copywriter, to social

media manager, to bookkeeper, to pinterest manager, to podcast producer AND MORE! 

 

Plus these leads are EXCLUSIVE to the OTO community only!

6 months access to monthly guest experts (or a year if you pay in full) Each month I bring

an expert in the industry to provide ongoing learning opportunities at no extra cost to you!

Skills training to mindset to attorneys to scaling the opportunities to learn and grow are

endless. And the best part? There are over 13 Expert trainings for you to binge when you

sign-up, PLUS you’ll get access to future trainings for another 6 months!



Click here to
enroll now!

My OTO 7 Step Freelance Framework 

Value $2079

 

Masters of Online Business

Value $997

 

Trello and Template Bundle - Oh MY

Value $497

 

Get it done workbooks

Value $497

 

 

Emily landed her first client within one week

of signing up and in less than two months

completely made back her investment in the

program! 

 

Her goal was to do this within 6 months! 

 

Talk about taking action and getting result! 

Can't wait to see what you can do

with OTO!

Here's a recap of everything what's included:

6 Months Exclusive Access to OTO 

Student Lounge

Value $997

 

6 Months of Weekly Office Hours

Value $5000+

 

6 Month Exclusive Access to Job Leads

Value $2079

 

6 Months of Guest Expert Trainings

Value $997

 

 

YOUR INVESTMENT: 
6 easy payments of $197

(or save $185 if you pay in full)

http://micalaquinn.com/enroll


What is a freelancer?

A freelancer is someone who operates as an independent contractor to help small or online

businesses grow. You might have a specialized skillset (like graphic design, social media

marketing, or copywriting) or you might offer virtual admin support. As a freelancer you set your

own rates, run your own business, set your hours etc. My course will help you build your business

from scratch- including helping you find clients! 

 

Will you help me figure out what services to offer?

Of course! One entire step in this program is dedicated to helping you select the right services! We

also focus on helping you create your packages and pricing, so you know what to charge! 

 

How much can I earn as a freelancer?

That really depends on how much you want to work and what you are charging per hour or per

package. If you have a goal in mind in order to quit your job or to start supplementing, an easy way

to figure out your earning potential is to see how many hours you have to work a week and

multiply that by your hourly rate. So, if you are charging $30 an hour and have 20 hours to work a

week, you could bring in around $2400 a month. However, as a freelancer the opportunities are

endless! As your skillset and business grows, you have the freedom to raise your prices and

restructure your packages so that you can work the same and start making more, or work less and

make the same! It's totally up to you! We have moms with a variety of goals in the course group,

some are looking for an extra $500 a month & others are making over 5K per month.   

 

Does the program include skills training?

Yep! It includes bonus access to Masters in Online Business! MOB is a business skills training in a

box secondary program to help you WOW your clients over! In the Masters of Online Business Tool

Kit, we’ll dive deep into online business structures and how they are monetized. From learning

terminology to the parts of a sales funnel- you'll get a behind the scenes look at MY business- so

you’re ready to WOW any online business owner with your amazing skills & services! But the best

part of my Masters in Online Business Toolkit Bonus is the over TEN guided walk-throughs with all

of the rockstars on team Micala Quinn! 

 

Think of it as a day-in-the-life training...you’ll get an up-close & personal, informal tour of team

Micala Quinn!  Wondering what’s it like to be a copywriter? My copywriter Kimberly is taking you

behind the scenes- from rough draft to hitting publish on writing blogs! Ready to learn the ins &

outs of email management? My VA Dee-Anna shows you how to handle my once massively

cluttered inbox!

 

Lauren will give you a peek of how the Live Free podcast is produced! Mackenzie is ready to guide

you along the process of managing my Website and all our tech. You’ll learn how to pitch your

clients- from national media outlets to local podcasters- with Staci. 

 

And I’ll be showing you how to manage it all- from monthly social media calendars to writing

email sequences to how we manage all of our projects with one stellar tool -- TRELLO!

 

Got Questions?!



How long will it take to finish the course?

It totally depends on the amount of time you have to devote to the course. I recommend trying to

complete one step per week. There is a fast track option I talk about in the program- some women

have finished in as fast as one week. However, you do not have to complete the program to find

clients and start making money! I will show you how to start taking on clients while you are still

building! 

 

What if I fail?

We won't let you! If you follow the steps outlined in my course, seek help when you need it, reach

out when you are stuck, you will be amazed at what you are capable of! But what happens if you

don't even try? You'll sit there wondering what could have been. 

 

What if I am a SAHM? 

Is this course for me?Absolutely! About half of the moms in our program are SAHMs and the other

half are working moms looking to replace their full-time income. We even have a few women who

aren't moms yet, but are planning on starting their family soon and want to have the freedom to

be home when they decide to start having kids! As a SAHM you can build your business and your

work hours around your kiddos schedule! 

 

Are there really a lot of jobs out there?

Yes! There are two main routes we focus on in the course: facebook groups and the local market.

Both are great options to find clients and we will show you what to do in each situation to land

clients. That being said there are TONS of businesses out there and each day more people are

creating online endeavors, growing their shops, and hiring support to help them grow! The course

group regularly shares job opportunities and I even have a hire form setup to funnel leads into the

group! 

 

What if it doesn't work?

Everyone's story is different, but there are multiple levels of support to help you be successful.

From group coaching calls, course content, and the private Facebook community the steps of the

program are proven. When I say no member is left behind I mean it. But you are going to have to

take responsibility. You have to show up complete the course, implement what I teach and reach

out when you get stuck or need help.

 

How long does it take to find clients?

It depends, because everyone has different goals. Some women find clients in a couple weeks and

others take a couple months. The average is around a month!

 

How long do I get access?

Unlimited access to course content (you can go back and review and rewatch any time you want!)

and 6 months access to Group Coaching Calls, the Course Only Community, Guest Expert

Trainings, and Exclusive Job Leads, but a year if you pay in full!

 

More Questions?!



Let me show you a thread of another mama who was on the fence! 

This conversation happened in the Live Free Podcast Mastermind FB group and more like this

happen all the time! Just join the group and search to see or even ask yourself! 

 

On the fence?

Here are the responses:



Click here to
enroll now!

Click here to
learn more!

My OTO 7 Step Freelance Framework 

Value $2079

 

Masters of Online Business

Value $997

 

Trello and Template Bundle - Oh MY

Value $497

 

Get it done workbooks

Value $497

 

 

Here's a recap of everything what's included:

6 Months Exclusive Access to OTO 

Student Lounge

Value $997

 

6 Months of Weekly Office Hours

Value $5000+

 

6 Month Exclusive Access to Job Leads

Value $2079

 

6 Months of Guest Expert Trainings

Value $997

 

 

YOUR INVESTMENT: 
6 easy payments of $197

(or save $185 if you pay in full)

or

Want to chat it out?
Send an email to

hello@micalaquinn.com

http://micalaquinn.com/enroll
http://micalaquinn.com/enroll

